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Thesis: Current Air Tasking Order (ATO) generation and dissemination methods must be revised to produce a document which is reliably transmitted to all services and is standardized in format and terminology. This paper explores ATO issues encountered during Operation Desert Storm. Additionally, discussions involving CTAPS software, the Joint Air Tasking cycle, and standardized formats are included.
disseminating and receiving the actual document.
In January 1993, the Joint Chiefs of Staff designated an Air Force software application to be the joint standard for ATO generation, after it completes certification testing in the spring of 1993. (22) Although this will satisfy requirements for a single, interoperable ATO dissemination program, services are still working with their own specific ATO generation systems. Furthermore, this Air Force software application possesses inherent problems which must be resolved before it is accepted as a joint standard.
WHAT PROBLEMS WERE EXPOSED DURING DESERT STORM? ATO, some organizations had tremendous difficulty finding needed information in the document due to its tremendous volume. We therefore perceive two major problems with the current ATO system: (1) timeliness of receipt is poor (which is inextricably tied to transmission method) and (2) the format of the document itself is confusing. Message Text Format (USMTF) within the military message system (Autodin) using centralized computers and printers.
1 However, using message transmission systems can delay the ATO because higher precedence traffic must be sent first.
According to one user of the ATO:
Both during Desert Storm and while on NAVCENT staff in the summer of '92 timeliness was always the weak link. We had four methods of receiving: GENSER message, ATOX, JOTS, and CTAPS. We would consistently receive incomplete ATO's from all systems and they were usually late.
During Southern Watch, they could have the ATO written by 1500 and it would take up to eight hours to transmit. (51) Recently (including Desert Storm), the Computer Assisted Force Management System (CAFMS) has been used by the Air Force to generate and disseminate the ATO.
Units using CAFMS reported problems of lengthy transmissions (up to six hours); limited software capability; reliance upon secure communications (which may not always be available); nonstandard system terms, acronyms, and procedures; and a lack of common hardware compatibility between service assets. issues have been reviewed, the Navy's perspective on ATO integration efforts will be presented.
Navy Position
The Navy is proceeding with plans to establish interoperability wlLn CTAPS using the Navy Tactical Command System -Afloat (NTCS-A). The Navy, through the Commanders- Specific items to be corrected are listed in Appendix B.
The Marine Corps is also dealing with the issue of CTAPS integration and this process will be addressed next.
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Marine Corps Concerns The single most important problem with the ATO is message dissemination rather than format or information elements it contains. The size of the ATO message prohibits effective and timely dissemination via Autodin.
The use of dedicated communications lines, as utilized by CTAPS, is one solution.
However, adopting CTAPS, a USAF umbrella system for total battlefield management, would not address service specific requirements and would require the dedication of scarce comm circuits to ATO information exchange. 
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would also allow CTAPS to use ATACC software. (46) The next segment will discuss software issues in more detail.
Software
Software conflicts between CTAPS and ATACC must be corrected for efficient and complete data transfer to occur.
ATO's were transmitted using CTAPS and ATACC during recent Again, the media must not be restricted to one type, but
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must allow for variety and redundancy.
In addition to resolving transmission system issues, the specific format -f the ATO message must be standardized. Discussion of this issue is in the following segment. If, as Services, we get too critical among ourselves, hunting for exact limiting lines in the shadow land of responsibility.... hunting for and spending our time arguing about it, we will deserve the very fate we will get in war, which is defeat.
We have got to be of one family, and it is more important today tlian it ever has been. (40) Over forty years later, General Eisenhower's words ring true --as though written for this decade of budget cuts and worldwide crises. Today, more than ever before, the services must work as one.
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APPENDIX A
I QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Questionnaires were sent to 45 units of the Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps. Responses were received from 39 people. It is not possible to state the exact return breakdown, because non-attribution was afforded in order to obtain a higher return.
A copy of the questionnaire is included on the next two pages.
A statistical summary of the results is provided here, and it clearly indicates the order of magnitude of problems to be as follows.
A. Receiving ATO in time to work it (timeliness). B. Obtaining the document (transmission media). C. Breaking it down into usable portions. D. Locating pertinent items within the document. E.
Reading the specific elements.
These letter designations are used in the following chart to indicate the topic, while numbers are used to show how many respondents ranked each item in the associated position, of the questionnaires received which had ranked that item. 
b.
Enclosure ( 
4.
What recommendations do you have to improve the ATO Development/Dissemination process for future joint operations?
5.
Please provide any other information regarding ATO Development/ Dissemination which you believe is pertinent to this research project.
Mark here if you request that your identity remain confidential.
A non-attribution policy will then be implemented.
Enclosure ( -provide an ATO generation capability for USN/other services.
-meet requirements for JFACC afloat.
-support transfer of JFACC (ship-ship, ship-shore, shore-ship).
-support all USN missions (TLAM, UAV, etc).
-support LAN operations --requires stand alone USAF hardware in addition to existing shipboard configurations.
-provide backward compatibility with previous software programs, (therefore requiring complete replacement/ reloading of systems).
These additional problems are also noted.
-There is only Air Force hardware and training support. -Equipment is not readily available for distribution.
-CTAPS has a limited capability for two-way comm between JFACC and remote wings during ATO cycle.
-CTAPS limits access and manipulation of database information for wing level users.
-Connectivity to the Navy is limited to SHF and X.25 FTP, but a variety of comm paths are needed.
-ATOX is needed to convert CTAPS ATO to Navy compatible format.(44:15-16)
MARINE CORPS IDENTIFIED CTAPS LIMITATIONS
The following weaknesses were noted in the CTAPS system architecture.
-CTAPS has limited TADIL capability (TADIL A and B receive only; TADIL J planned).
-CTAPS has weak message processing and is not MTS capable.
-CTAPS has insufficient voice communications.
-The equipment has weak EMI and TEMPEST protection.
-The system requires twelve 3:1 ISO shelters.
-CTAPS is not a bonafide "program" as it hasn't gone through the acquisition process.
-CTAPS violates DoD Directive 5105.4 (6Dec90) for mapping standards.
-The CTAPS ATO Confirmation message format does not comply with Pub 6 of USMTF standards. (40:9) 11-25 APPENDIX B
MARINE CORPS IDENTIFIED CTAPS SOFTWARE CONCERNS
The Marine Corps has identified specific needs with respect to CTAPS ATO software applications, and believes that the Air Force should accomplish the following tasks.
Ensure the software contains the required Application Program Interfaces (API) to support integration with other systems.
Ensure software is not dependent on CMS.
The software should be limited to information and data exchange, and not mapping or display capability.
-The only documentation costs to users should be reproduction costs.
Documentation should be under the development contract.
-Software documentation should conform to DoD Standard 2167A rather than 7953A.
-Joint funding should be provided to support Engineering Change Proposals.
-Funding from services must not include costs for correcting System Trouble Reports.(44: [14] [15] 
